
 
 
 
 

Junior Baseball Organization, Inc. Minutes 
Board of Commissioners Meeting 

February 23, 2020, 2:00pm, Wilsonville Public Library 
 

Meeting called to order by JBO president Jay Faxon 
 
Quorum Present Matt Holliday, Nick Kemper, Adam Berreth, Misty Gendhar, Kent Gardner, 

Lynn Robinson, Jay Faxon 
 
Members Absent Terrence Haimoto, Garett Dunn, Scott Scharringhausen, Kristen Meeker, 

Amos Burger 
 
Guest Present  
 
Meeting Minutes January minutes were approved via email and posted on the website. 
 
Email Votes 01/23/2020 It was motioned and 2nd that those Associations who have 4 

teams at the 4A level be required to field 1 Federal and 3 National teams and 
that Associations who have 3 teams at the 5A level be required to field 1 
Federal and 2 National teams.  

 Yes: Matt, Amos, Kristen, Lynn  NO: Terrence, Scott, Kent, Misty, 
Garett, Adam.  Abstain: Nick 

 Motion Fails. 
 
 01/23/2020 It was resolved that we will update VIII Game Playing 

Regulations Letter N with the following: NOCSAE batting helmets are to be 
worn by all batters and runners in all leagues. All catchers must wear 
NOCSAE standard catcher’s head and face protection with full ear and throat 
protection, body/chest protectors that meet NOCSAE standard (effective Jan 
1, 2021), protector cup (male only), and baseball protective shin guards 
during warm-ups and during games in all leagues. Catchers will follow all 
high school rules for equipment. 

 Motion passed unanimously. 
 
 02/13/2020 It was motioned by Lynn and 2nd by Terrence that the 2020 JBO 

Rule Book as presented by Lynn is approved for printing and posting. 
 Motion passes unanimously. 
 
President’s Report We had an email vote in regards to the matrix. It was messy and Jay 

apologized for the way it was handled. We cannot table an email vote once a 
motion is made because not everyone is there.  

 In the fall we will have a work session on the matrix. Because the DCs deal 
more with their associations and coaches, the work session should be 
generated by the DCs. 

 Discussed giving Nick all District emails in order for him to make contact 
regarding his marketing efforts. We will leave it up to the Districts how they 
want to handle the marketing emails. 

 

 



NOCSAE Baseballs The ball shall meet the current NOCSAE standard for baseball effective 
January 1, 2020. The NFHS authentication mark and the NOCSAE mark 
shall both be visible on the ball.” 

 
BASEBALLS RULE 1-3-1 ▪ Effective January 1, 2020 the SEI/NOCSAE 
mark is required on all baseballs that meet the NOCSAE standard that will be 
used in high school competition. ▪ Baseballs shall have the SEI/NOCSAE 
mark along with the NFHS Authenticating Mark. 

 
▪ Rationale: To maintain a consistent and uniform standard for high school 
competition. To ensure that every baseball manufactured meets the same 
level of quality and playability. 
 
This year, there is no requirement in JBO to use NOCSAE baseballs. Jay will 
do some research on where that is going. If we change that requirement, there 
would be a grace period. No requirement this year. 

 
Laws/Guidelines Lynn reported.  See attachments below.  
 
Paperwork Deadline April 1st deadline for Applications and Insurance. Never to early to submit 

paperwork. CCJBA and Westside have started submitting; nothing yet from 
Valley. 

 For reclassifications: reclasses are good for 2 years. If approved last year, no 
need to fill out a new form. Because we never received justifications from 
Westside last year, I have asked them to please fill out new reclass form for 
this year. 

 Rosters are due to Districts prior to playing their first game; due in dropbox 
June 1st. 

 
JBO Stickers Motioned by Lynn to purchase stickers again for State participants. 
 2nd by Matt. 
 Discussion:  last year we purchased 1200@.48=$576. Handed out at the 

Coach meeting w/t-shirts. We have not heard any feedback. Lebanon sold 
about 30 at their State tournaments. Would recommend we focus on Minor 
levels. 

 Yes: Matt, Lynn  No: Nick, Misty, Kent, Adam 
 Motion Failed. 
 
Sponsors Adrenaline is not continuing as a sponsor (no JBO teams used them last year) 
 Oliver Foundation, Oliver Insurance, Canby Trophies, Backstop, Dick’s, 

Wilson all continuing. 
 We have received the $1000 from Dick’s. 
 They do not have scorebooks to donate to us this year. We will have to 

purchase 18 (2 for each tournament).  
 
Background Checks  The board needs to do their annual background checks. Lynn will check with   

Terrence to make sure we can still go through Sherwood and confirm what 
information he needs.  

 
Rule Books New 2020 Rule Books are here.  
 
 



Marketing Report Nick reported. He reached out again to those who showed some interest in 
JBO and reminded them to contact the appropriate District if still interested. 

 The meeting in the Valley with coaches and youth program directors did not 
have enough interest so postponing until the fall. Will try to do the same in 
the Bend area.  

 DCs please let your associations know that if they need help in their areas 
that Nick is willing to help. 

 
ROTB Terrence and Jay getting the raffle and door prizes. Lynn is picking up the 

drinks, Tournament Spreadsheets, and Dick’s $100 gift card. So far, there are 
98 tournaments listed with 14 table reservations. 2 outside entities coming: 
Cherry City and Saxon Youth Baseball. 

 Please arrive at noon to help set up. Coaches there from 1:00-3:00p. Clean-
up only takes about 30 minutes. 

 Discussed whether or not to have dinner meeting after ROTB. 
 Motioned by Nick to not have dinner meeting. Adam seconded. 
 Motion passed unanimously. 
 We will have our March meeting immediately following ROTB. 
 
State Hosts We had several associations submit applications to host. We reviewed the 

requests and the logistics of everything. See below attachment. 
 Motioned by Adam to award State Tournaments as listed on the attachment, 

pending on Lebanon agreeing to host JF  2nd by Matt  
 Motion passes unanimously. 
 
State Umpires Motioned by Adam to adopt new per game rate proposed by NYBUA and 

remove requirement of 3 umpires at SA and SF. The changes would be valid 
for the 2020 and 2021 seasons. 2nd by Lynn 

 Discussion.  As we mentioned at the last meeting, we have paid over $3200 
in umpire fees for ‘if’ games that were never played. The RFP already states 
that we will pay for the umpires the day after the tournament is complete. We 
should adhere to that so we don’t needlessly pay for ‘if’ game umpires. 

 We don’t have any District that requires 3 umpires to work a Senior level 
game. We would be fine with a 2 umpire requirement at all levels.   

 Motion passes unanimously. 
 
Board Apparel Board needs to get their sizes immediately to Jay. He wants to order and have 

it for you at ROTB. Lynn will contact those that Jay hasn’t heard from and 
email Jay a compiled list of sizes.  

 
Old Business 
 
New Business 
     
Meeting adjourned at 3:05  
 

Next Meeting ROTB, Sunday, March 15, 12-4 
 Board of Commissioners Meeting if necessary 

 
 
 

 



2017 ORS 65.341¹                      Action without meeting 

This section is amended   Effective May 24, 2019  Chapter 174 Oregon Laws 2019 (SB 360) 

(1)As used in this section: 

(a)“Electronic” has the meaning given that term in ORS 84.004 (Definitions for ORS 84.001 to 
84.061). 

(b)“Electronic signature” has the meaning given that term in ORS 84.004 (Definitions for ORS 
84.001 to 84.061). 

(c)“Sign” includes an electronic signature. 

(d)“Written” includes a communication that is transmitted or received by electronic means. 

(2)Unless the articles or bylaws provide otherwise, action required or permitted by this chapter to be 
taken at the board of directors’ meeting may be taken without a meeting if the action is taken by all 
members of the board of directors. The action shall be evidenced by one or more written consents 
describing the action taken, signed by each director, and included in the minutes or filed with the 
corporate records reflecting the action taken. 

(3)Action taken under this section is effective when the last director signs the consent, unless the 
consent specifies an earlier or later effective date. 

(4)A consent signed under this section has the effect of a meeting vote and may be described as such 
in any document. [1989 c.1010 §83; 2005 c.161 §2] 

 
Under the new provision, a board can take action by email only if the corporation has an email address for 
every director. If all directors can be contacted by email, then the corporation must follow the requirements 
in the new section for the action to be effective.  
First, an email announcing that a vote will be taken must be sent to each director. The email must include a 
description of the matter and a deadline for the vote, which must be at least 48 hours from the time of the 
email. The directors can then vote by email, and a director can change the director’s vote at any time before 
the deadline.  
An affirmative vote of a majority of directors in office is effective as an act of the board, with the same 
effect of as a vote taken at a meeting. The effective date will be the deadline specified in the announcement, 
or such other date provided in the announcement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2017 ORS 65.231¹                                                       Proxies 

This section is amended  Effective May 24, 2019   Chapter 174 Oregon Laws 2019 (SB 360) 

 (1)Unless the articles or bylaws prohibit or limit proxy voting, a member may appoint a proxy 
to vote or otherwise act for the member by signing an appointment form either personally or 
by the member’s attorney-in-fact. 

(2)An appointment of a proxy is effective when received by the secretary or other officer or 
agent authorized to tabulate votes. An appointment is valid for 11 months unless a different 
period is expressly provided in the appointment form. 

(3)An appointment of a proxy is revocable by the member. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GENERAL PROXY FORM 
The undersigned, member of the JBO Board of Commissioners, appoints 
  Proxy Holder Line ________________________________________ 
                                                                       (Print name of desired proxy holder) 
 
as my proxy holder to attend the JBO Board meeting to be held on ___________________. The proxy 
holder named above has the authority to vote and act for me to the same extent that I would if personally 
present at that meeting. This proxy is only valid for the meeting date listed above. 
 
Print name of member of JBO Board of Commissioners  _________________________________ 
Signature of Board Member __________________________________________ Date_________ 
 
 
 
 
Proxy form is located in dropbox. 
 
When we have our rule change vote in the fall, we can provide a more specific proxy form which 
would list all of the specific rules to be voted on and how you want your proxy to vote. That form 
will be located in dropbox. 
 
Note: I am not sure if I have it right with the Proxies. The statute only 
mentions that members can have proxies, not directors. We are all directors as 
JBO does not have any members. I do not think that if you have a fiduciary 
responsibility (as we all do) that you can proxy your vote. We are checking with 
a lawyer on this. I will update you as soon as we know. 
 
02/28  We received some legal advice. The Oregon proxy statute for non-profits is what we 
will follow. So that means no proxies for now since we do not have members and that is all 
that is mentioned in the State statute. The executive committee will be discussing a possible 
recommendation to change our by-laws to allow proxies for directors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
2017 ORS 65.351¹                      Quorum and voting 

This section is amended    Effective May 24, 2019 Chapter 174 Oregon Laws 2019 (SB 360) 

 (1)Unless the articles of incorporation or bylaws require a greater number or a lesser number 
as authorized under subsection (2) of this section, a quorum of a board of directors consists 
of: 

(a)If the corporation has a fixed board size, a majority of the fixed number of directors; or 

(b)If the corporation has a variable-range size board, a majority of the number of 
directors prescribed, or if no number is prescribed, a majority of the number in office 
immediately before the meeting begins. 

(2)The articles of incorporation or bylaws may authorize a quorum of a board of directors to 
consist of no fewer than one-third of the fixed or prescribed number of directors determined 
under subsection (1) of this section. 

(3)If a quorum is present when a vote is taken, the affirmative vote of a majority of directors 
present when the act is taken is the act of the board of directors unless the articles of 
incorporation or bylaws require the vote of a greater number of directors. A director is 
considered present regardless of whether the director votes or abstains from voting. 

(4)A director who is present at a meeting of the board of directors or a committee of the board 
of directors when corporate action is taken is deemed to have assented to the action taken 
unless: 

(a)The director objects at the beginning of the meeting, or promptly upon the director’s 
arrival, to holding the meeting or transacting the business at the meeting; 

(b)The director’s dissent or abstention from the action taken is entered in the minutes of 
the meeting; or 

(c)The director delivers written notice of dissent or abstention to the presiding officer of 
the meeting before its adjournment or to the corporation immediately after adjournment 
of the meeting. The right of dissent or abstention is not available to a director who votes 
in favor of the action taken. [1989 c.1010 §86; 1991 c.231 §4] 

 
 
 
According to Roberts Rules Association Forum:  If the bylaws prohibit the president from voting 
except in the instance of a tie, then the president does not count in the quorum number.  
In our by-laws, it states that in order to remove someone from the board or make changes to the 
bylaws, we must have 2/3 of the voting commissioners approve. You cannot round the number 
down. For instance:  11 voting commissioners, 2/3 is 7.333. You need 8 affirmative votes to pass 
the motion. 
If you are not going to be able to attend a meeting, please notify Lynn via email or text with an 
explanation. We must have a quorum to vote and make decisions. No one wants to show up to a 
meeting and be surprised by there being no quorum. 
 
 
 

 

 



 

 

Robert’s Rules of Order: Quick Guide to Motions and Voting 

 

 Motions are statements that describe a proposed action or decision. Although the formality of 
Robert’s Rules might seem cumbersome, the process of making motions ensures that no decision is 
accepted without the opportunity for discussion and a vote. 

 

Typically, the motion making process progresses as follows: 
 

 

 

A member of the group proposes a motion. “I move that..” 

 A motion requires that a second member of the group 
agrees to consider the proposal to ensure that the proposal is meaningful to more than one 
person. 

 

 

 

A member of the group chooses to second. “I second” or “I second for discussion” 

 Without a second, the motion will die. 
 

Once the group has a chance to speak in favor or against the motion, the chair will lead a vote. 

 

Types of Motions 

 

Main Motion – A motion must be made and seconded to initiate discussion on an issue.  

 

Substitute Motion – Used to propose an alternative action to the main motion. If a substitute motion 
passes, it does away with the prior motion. If it fails, the previous motion comes back up for 
consideration. 

 

Friendly Amendments – The are editorial changes that may be allowed if nobody objects. However, 
any member may object and deny such requests. 

 

Call the Question – A motion to end debate and vote on the motion at hand. If seconded and passed, 
the main motion is then voted on. If no second or fails, discussion continues. 

 

Motion to Table – Non-debatable. If seconded, discussion ends and must be voted on immediately. 
A subsequent motion to take from the table is required to reopen discussion. 

 

Motion to Reconsider – Can only be made by a member of the prevailing side of a previous vote. If 
seconded and passed, it rescinds the previous vote and brings the motion back for discussion. 

 



 
 
 

STATE TOURNAMENT HOST CHART 
 

Assoc MN MA JN JA SN  MF JF SA SF        
Lebanon  X X    X X  X willing to host MA instead of MF, Checking to see if they would host JF.  
Central          X         
NM       X    only MF because of director's coaching    
Reedville    X              
Gladstone X                 

Lincoln       X X   
Delta Park only avail 23-26. Off fields 5:00 Thurs, Fri, Sun. See info below. Have hold 
on it. 

MAC     X             

Milwaukie X X X  X       
Get fields 5 on Thurs-games at 6p. See info below. 2 tourn to make $. New sound 
system 

                  
                   
  MN to Gladstone MF to North Marion 3 Clack      
  MA to Milwaukie JF to Lebanon  4 Valley      

  JN to Lebanon SA to Central  
2 
Westside      

  JA to Reedville SF to Lebanon       
  SN to Mac              
                  
LINCOLN  Thursday 2 fields each on all days. Have to be off fields by 5 on Thurs, Frid, and Sunday    
  Board decided we don't want to make it difficult on parents by having     
  to play games early on Thurs and Frid because of vacating field by 5.     
MILWAUKIE Thursday. Get fields at 5. 2 fields each. Games at 6.      
  2 fields available on all days.          
                  

LEBANON  02/28 They confirmed that they will host JF along with SF 
 
03/11/2020   Milwaukie asked if we had someone else who could host JN State. CCJBA is having 
trouble finding a host for JF County tournament and they would like to help them out. 
Lynn spoke to Steve Royall with Lebanon. Lebanon is able to host JN. 



 
 


